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QUESTION 1

What two steps would best harden an Oracle VM Server installation? 

A. Avoid installing additional software in dom0. 

B. Enable firewalling in dom0. 

C. Install virus checking software in dom0. 

D. Use Trusted Computing Modules for Xen0. 

E. Do not share physical network cards between hosts that are on a different subnet. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

If a guest domain is not responding, and powering off the guest through the console does not work, which xm command
can be used to kill the guest immediately (equivalent to pulling the power plug)? 

A. xm shutdown 

B. xm reset 

C. xm destroy 

D. xm delete 

E. xm pause 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

When a domain is live migrated, what resources are migrated between the source and target servers? 

A. First the VM files are migrated between the servers, then the memory, then the CPU registers. 

B. First the VM files are migrated between the servers, then the memory. 

C. First the memory is migrated between the servers, and then the CPU registers. 

D. Only memory is migrated. 

Correct Answer: A 
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Explanation: 

live migration - is similar to warm migration, except that the guest is not suspended during transmission. Instead, the
LDoms manager keeps track of memory changed while state is being transmitted, and then makes followup passes to
retransmit data changed state information. A brief pause is used at the end to transmit residual changed state. This
method is typical for virtual machine systems that provide live guest migration. 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the effect of running a server pool restores? 

A. When you restore a server pool, all the data stored In the Oracle VM Manager database isdeleted, and the data in
the server pool master and virtual machine servers is used to restock the database. 

B. When you restore a server pool, all servers are removed from the pool, and the data in the database is removed,
restoring the server pool to its initial state. 

C. When you restore a server pool, all the data stored in the server pool master will be deleted, and will be synchronized
with the latest information from the Oracle VM Manager database. The server pool master is responsible for updating
the individual Oracle VM servers\\' agent databases. 

D. When you restore a server pool, a signal is sent out to each server in the pool, which responds swith the current state
of all of the virtual machines it hosts. This data is used to restore the data in the Oracle VM database. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements describe Oracle Validated Configurations? 

A. Oracle Validated Configurations provide testing of a "complete component stack" andrecommendations on versions,
settings, and fixes for the particular stack (software, hardware, and storage) based on running workloads in Oracle\\'s or
a partner\\'s test lab. 

B. Oracle Validated Configurations are a mandatory step in Oracle\\'s certification process. 

C. Oracle Validated Configurations are working samples of hardware and software configurations in an Oracle VM
environment. 

D. All validated configurations must be run in Oracle\\'s lab. 

E. Oracle Validated Configurations are potential examples of hardware and software configurations whose
specifications are validated by Oracle. 

Correct Answer: E 
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